
re-imagining video collaboration

A leading manufacturer of construction machinery wanted to use state-of-the-art 
video collaboration to permit richer and more interactive workflows, allowing smooth 
interactions with offices across the world. High-quality video collaboration tools 
needed to be incorporated into various video conference rooms, offices of senior 
executives, training rooms, meeting rooms and a boardroom.

Creating high-quality video collaboration 
experiences across the enterprise



The Challenge
The client is one of the world's leading manufacturers of construction machinery. Actis was engaged by 
them to create state-of-the-art video collaboration infrastructure at their factory.

The team wanted Actis to create a video collaboration infrastructure that worked flawlessly and 
incorporated technology which allows for great convenience and usability. Making sure that  
meeting participants are able to get connected in the minimum amount of time was important, as  was 
incorporating sufficient connectivity for each and every participant.

A key challenge in this project was the fact that the video collaboration rooms were located in the  
factory building, in many cases very close to the production floor itself. Tight timelines were another  
challenge for this project which had to be completed from start to finish in two months and the  client, 
consultant, contractors and our project teams were spread across the country.

Creating seamless enterprise
video collaboration infrastructure



The Solution
Actis was entrusted with the responsibility of integrating AV and 
Collaboration equipment in a total of over 30 collaboration rooms at their 
office site in India. Designs for this were developed by the client’s project 
consultants, and our team worked closely with them during the 
implementation of the project.

Most of the rooms created at the company office were video collaboration 
rooms which were enabled with hardware-codec based VC systems. These 
rooms were designed for various internal teams, but VC has also been 
incorporated into the offices of the senior management including the 
managing director and executive vice presidents.

Other rooms integrated by Actis in the course of this project included an 
Executive Meeting Room, a large 64-seater virtual Training Room, smaller 15-
seater Training Rooms, an AV Conference Room, Interactive VC  Room and 
other VC enabled Meeting Rooms

The 32-seat Boardroom features all-digital signal management and dual  
55” Samsung displays. A Cisco VC system controlled by a touch interface  
allows convenient connectivity to collaborators anywhere in the world. A  
Crestron control system with touch interface and a program audio system 
are also incorporated.

Room-scheduling interfaces are also wall-mounted in every room. In  
addition to wireless presentation systems, cable cubbies provide 
convenient access to connectivity interfaces at multiple points in the room.

The Actis team provided the client with tools to cater to their unique 
engineering and manufacturing applications. The room features 
interactive displays and large screen projection systems so every detail can 
be clearly viewed.

32-seat boardroom: 3 displays, VC and
control system

The 24 person Interactive VC Room:
Used by the R&D division



The Solution
Engineering teams have access to Interactive Video Collaboration Rooms 
wwhich are specially equipped to cater to their requirements. A high-
resolution laser projection system allows detailed reviews of AutoCAD 
drawings. Content can also be displayed on a Samsung Flip Digital flipchart 
which can be annotated for more specific discussions. Meetings  can also be 
recorded so that they are available for review later. Auto-tracking VC 
cameras simplify the VC experience considerably by following the 
presenters.

A key challenge faced in this project was the fact that the video    
collaboration rooms were located in the factory building, in many cases very 
close to the production floor itself. Our team had to work extensively to 
identify the sources of sound and vibrations in each of the collaboration 
rooms.Interactive VC Room: Projector for high 

resolution images

In some cases, this was addressed via a DSP incorporated into the room, 
which helped solve problems related to inconsistency in the audio 
environment like inconsistent sound reproduction and troublesome echoes. 
In other cases, various methods of sound treatment were applied in the  
rooms until sources of sound leakage were completely eliminated.

Vibrations affecting VC cameras were addressed by relocating the camera if 
necessary, for example in one room it had to be moved to the VC table 
instead of being wall-mounted.

A Large Multipurpose Room (there is a smaller one too) seats 12 and has 
VC incorporated via a Cisco Spark Kit Plus which has integrated speakers and 
automatic sound suppression built in. A 75-inch, 4K interactive display 
produces amazing high-resolution images and connectivity is possible  with a 
Wireless Presentation System.

16-seater VC and Collaboration room



The Solution
A cable cubby which is embedded into the table can also be used to 
connect with laptops, while table microphones have been 
incorporated to improve sound quality in VC calls. A room scheduling 
interface and Cisco touch control units help make VC calls easy to 
manage.

We've also created a 20-seater Interactive VC Room with a V-shaped 
table arrangement. Cable cubbies and microphones are build into the 
table for connectivity and high-quality audio.

The dual Samsung 85" flat-screen displays work with a dual-camera  
Cisco VC system which tracks the speaker, who is always in focus  for 
the far-side audience. Control for video calling is provided with  a 
touch screen interface while wall-mounted button panels control  the 
room environment — lighting, blinds and HVAC.

MD’s War Room - Dual-screen for effective VC

A Samsung Flip interactive display allows for very intuitive collaboration with drawings, which can be shared easily. This 
support for different modes or styles of collaboration and sharing content makes for a much smoother experience when 
interacting with colleagues across the globe.



Cisco Room Kit Plus with built
in speakers for video calling

75” dual touch interactive 
displays for VC and Meetings

Table-top Microphone

Cable cubby

Crestron Wall button panel

Touch screen controls for AV + VC

8-seater MD’s War Room: Cisco hardware based video collaboration



75" 4K Flat Screen Dual displays

Dual Camera auto tracking system for VC

AV & Power Cable cubbies

Boundary Microphone with Mute
Switch and LED indicatorTouchscreen for VC calling

AV Credenza

16-seater Room - Auto-tracking system for video calls

Button panel for lighting etc

Room scheduling interface



Samsung Flip Interactive Display cum Whiteboard

Cisco Speaker Tracking Camera

AV & Power Cable Cubbies

Table-Top Microphone

24-pax VC Room: Used by the R&D division, also has a laser projector

Dual 75” Large Flat Screen Displays



Cisco Room Kit Plus with Built in Speakers for Video Calling

Samsung Flip Interactive Display
cum whiteboard

AV & Power Cable Cubby

Table Microphone for VC calls

Cisco Touch-screen Controller

12-seater Meeting Room: Dual 55” flat screen display

50” Dual displays for VC and Meetings

Crestron Wall Button Panel



Dual 75” Large Flat Screen Displays

Samsung Flip Interactive 
Display cum Whiteboard

Table-Top Microphone
Cable Cubby

24-pax VC Room: Used by the R&D division, also has a laser projector

Motorised Screen

Cisco Speaker Tracking Camera



Cisco VC system with Speaker Tracking Cameras

98” Primary Flat Screen Display for Content

Touch-screen controls

Crestron Wall Button Panel

Intelligent Lighting Control

Dual 55” Secondary Flat Screen Displays

20-seater Boardroom: Triple screen system allows for VC calls to multiple locations

AV & Power Cable Cubbies

Table-Top Microphone



Cisco Room Kit Plus with built in 
speakers for video calling

Cisco Room Kit Plus with
built in speakers for video calling

Crestron Wall Button Panel55” Flat-Screen Display
70” Interactive Flat Screen Display

Table-top Microphone

Touch screen controls 
for AV + VC

MD’s Cabin (left) and Executive Rooms (right) - are video collaboration equipped workspaces

Cable Cubby

Touch Screen Controls 
for AV + VCTable-top Microphone

Crestron Wall 
Button Panel



Creating seamless enterprise
video collaboration infrastructure

The Final Impression
The widespread availability of high-end video collaboration tools has considerably simplified interactions for 
the client organisation’s teams, especially providing a new way of connecting with their factory teams across the 
world.

Video collaboration has significantly changed how the teams work and its adoption has been wide spread. The 
natural and intuitive nature of video collaboration and inclusion of interactive tools has cut down  travel and 
helped increase team productivity. Richer information exchange is possible with access to interactive tools that 
allow drawing, annotation and also sharing of detailed engineering drawings.

Most importantly the benefits of this video collaboration infrastructure are creating impact at several key  
stages of the team  workflows including design, engineering, manufacturing and in customer interactions. 
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